Red Devil Kyell Gold 2014-03-01 When Alexei seeks the help of a ghost to deal with a swaggering bully, he gets the strength and confidence he hopes for. If in the process he hurt his best friend Sol, well, he can make it up to the wolf later. Things get worse when the ghost, an old Siberian soldier, demands that Alexei give up his gay life, which Alexei fled his home country for. The young fox is resolved to send the ghost away—until his sister, left behind with their abusive parents, falls into mortal danger from which only the ghost can save her. Now Alexei must choose between living the life he risked everything to have and rescuing his beloved Caterina from death... or worse.

Twelve Sides Kyell Gold 2016-05-02 Enjoy these twelve brand-new original stories featuring side characters from Kyell Gold's award-winning novels and novellas such as "Out of Position." “Green Fairy,” and “Waterways.” Meet Dev's coach, Volle's superior, Kory's brother, and nine others in this collection of funny, sad, and hopeful stories.

Out of Darkness Ashley Hope Pérez 2015-09-01 A 2016 Michael L. Printz Honorée "This is East Texas, and there's lines. Lines you cross, lines you don't cross. That clear?" New London, Texas, 1937. Naomi Vargas and Wash Fuller know about the lines in East Texas as well as anyone. They know the signs that mark them. They know the people who enforce them. But sometimes the attraction between two people is so powerful it breaks through even the most entrenched color lines. And the consequences can be explosive. Ashley Hope Pérez takes the facts of the 1937 New London school explosion—the worst school disaster in American history—as a backdrop for a riveting novel about segregation, love, family, and the forces that destroy people.

Stories from Elton High Alfior Aalto 2013-01-28 Arden’s a good kid. He keeps his head down in school and gets good grades. Thus far, he’s done a fairly decent job of staying aloof in the hectic sea of life... until a letter comes from school informing him of a new physical education requirement: “Every student, regardless of species, must run a mile in under nine minutes. Failure to do so will result in remediate gym time.” Arden shrugs, throws on a rattly shirt and heads out to the school track to see if he can even run a mile, let alone do it in under nine minutes...

Losing My Religion Kyell Gold 2015-11-04 “Losing My Religion” is the story of Jackson Alley, a coyote in an all-male R.E.M. cover band trying his hardest not to grow up. Tours, he feels, are for playing music and taking full advantage of the openness of his marriage, and having a gay wingman usually helped the bisexual coyote get girls. But his wingman is dating their lead singer now, so Jackson’s left with the new bassist, an ex-Mormon kit fox named Zeb who might be gay, but knows as little about sex as he does about drinking. So Jackson’s going to have to show him the ropes, and hopefully he won’t have to learn any pesky life lessons along the way.

Isolation Play Kyell Gold 2011-12-01 Devlin Miski thought coming out on national TV would be the hardest part about being a gay football player. But it’s when his press conference is over that the trouble really starts. The athletic tiger and his boyfriend Lee, a fox with a tongue as quick as his wit, still won’t get many breaks in their fight for understanding. They’ll need to deal with a stubborn reporter determined to get a story any way he can, furious parents, and hostile teammates—not to mention each other. All’s fair in love and war—and this is both.

Love Match Kyell Gold 2017-02-01

Dude, Where’s My Fox? Kyell Gold 2014-11-01 Lonnie’s slept with exactly two guys in his life: his ex-boyfriend of three years Steven, and the fox he just hooked up with while drunk at a party. The fox didn’t leave his name, just his scent in Lonnie’s fur—but a scent is enough for a wolf to follow a trail. With his friends Derek the gym wolf and Jeremy the fashionplate rat helping him, Lonnie will learn lessons of dating, sex, and trust, and maybe he’ll find the fox whose scent is just right before the clock chimes midnight.

Sailor Proof Annabeth Albert 2021-09-28 “Whether making my heart melt or my head burst into flames, Annabeth Albert draws the reader in and keeps them captivated.” —Gay Book Reviews

The Demon and the Fox Tim Susanan 2018-08-15
Pendant of Fortune

Kyell Gold 2010-12
A year after escaping from certain death in a Tephos prison, Volle finds himself in self-imposed exile on a farm in Ferrenis with Streak, the white wolf who helped him escape. When a letter arrives from Volle’s friend Tish urging him to return to Tephos to defend his honor against the charges of espionage that landed him in prison, Volle gives in to the excitement and intrigue of noble’s life and returns to face his accusers. He is soon ensnared in a web of murder and intrigue set in motion by his longtime enemy Dereath Talison, endangering him and his friends. To regain the life and status he wishes for without losing the love he has, Volle must confront some unpleasant truths about himself and those closest to him, and solve a mystery that reaches far beyond a dead body, into the reaches of the heart.

Proxy
Alex London 2013
“Privileged Syd and his proxy, Knox, are thrown together to overthrow the system”—Science Fiction

Kyell Gold 2013-05-24
Meet Vaxy the pine marten. He’s a graduate student at sunny Hoffridge U., where he helps Dr. Forrest with teaching, lab work, and getting his pants off when he needs a massage. Meet Mike the rabbit. He’s Vaxy’s roommate and not-boyfriend, and he certainly wouldn’t have any reason to be jealous of Vaxy sleeping with someone else. If he found out. Meet Grace the fennec. He’s a student, a friend of Vaxy and Mike who holds the firm belief that sex is just sex and shouldn’t be mistaken for a relationship. Yes, it’s just another semester at “Hot Fudge U.,” where the sex is as hot and easy as a day at the beach. Vaxy and his friends have most of another year to go before they have to worry about that “real world” thing they’ve heard about. Now meet Mrs. Forrest. She’s Dr. Forrest’s wife. Written by Kyell Gold Cover art and interior illustrations by Cirrus

The War and the Fox
Tim Susman 2019-07-04
The American Revolution of 1817 has begun, and Kip Penfold’s talents as a fire sorcerer make him a valuable weapon. He and his friends are swept into the conflict, taking the side of the rebels because they are a new group attempting to form a better life in the new country. But as an enemy of Kip’s pursues him through the war, taking greater and greater steps to capture his power. It takes all the fox’s cunning to stay one step ahead—and then the rebellion betrays the Calatian people. Now Kip must decide which war he wants to win.

Barsk: The Elephants’ Graveyard
Lawrence M. Schoen 2015-12-29
The Sixth Sense meets Planet of the Apes in a moving science fiction novel set so far in the future, humanity is gone and forgotten in Lawrence M. Schoen’s Barsk. The Elephants’ Graveyard. An historian who speaks with the dead is ensnared by the past. A child who feels no pain and who should not exist sees the future. Between them are truths that will shake worlds. In a distant future, no remnants of human life could be, but breaking free of the hoard means abandoning her mother, just like everyone else in their life. And Maeve isn’t sure if she can—even if it destroys her, too.

Out of Position

Kyell Gold 2010-12-01
Dev is a football player at Forester University, a small liberal arts college where he and his teammates get to strut around and have their pick of the girls on Friday nights. That’s as good as it gets—until he meets Lee, a fox with a quick wit and an attractive body. Problem is, Lee’s not a girl. He’s a gay fox, an activist who never dreamed he’d fall for a football player. As their attraction deepens into romance, it’s hard enough for them to handle each other, let alone their inquisitive friends, family, and co-workers. And if school is bad, the hyper-masculine world of professional sports that awaits Dev after graduation will be a hundred times worse. Going it alone would make everything easier. If only they could stop fighting long enough to break up.

Outlaw Bodies
Lori Selke 2012-09-01
An anthology of short stories on the theme of outlaw bodies: how will bodies be controlled in the future? What kinds of bodies, modifications, choices will be repressed (or compulsory)? How does transgressing the norms of body-identity make us who we are? Nine authors explore these themes through speculative stories that touch on gender, sex, identity, disability, self-image, prosthetics and robotics.

Over Time
Kyell Gold 2016-03-01
Football season is over, and in the wake of a tumultuous year, Kip, growing up in shadow of the human-only Prince George’s College of Sorcery has been nineteen years of frustration. Magic comes naturally to him, yet he’s not allowed to study sorcery because he’s a Calatian—one of a magically created race of animal people. But when a mysterious attack leaves his fellow apprentices dead and his teachers desperate for replacements, they throw their doors open, giving Kip his chance. As he fights to prove his worth to the human sorcerers, he encounters other oddities: a voice that speaks only to him, a book that makes people forget he’s there, and one of the masters who will only speak to him through a raven. Greater than any of those mysteries or even whether the College’s attacker will return to finish the job is the mystery of how Kip and his friends can prove that this place is where they belong.

A Furry Faux Paw
Jessica Kara 2022-07-26
Sometimes Your Best Self Is Your Fursona Online, MauveCat (a cool, confident, glittering pixie cat) has friends and a whole supportive furry community that appreciates her art. At home, Maeve Stephens has to tiptoe around her hoarder mother’s mood and mess. When her life is at its hardest, Maeve can always slip into Mauve, her fursona, and “be the happy one,” the bubbliest, friendliest artist in her community—-it’s even how she made her best friend, Jake. With graduation around the corner, Maeve is ready to put her lonely school days behind her and move on with her life. And while her father hasn’t been home since the divorce, he does offer her a dream come true: an all-expenses paid trip to the regional furry convention. Furlypia will have everything Maeve’s been missing—friends, art mentors, and other furries! So when her mother forbids her from going, Maeve decides to sneak out on her own. Between bitching a ride with jade, getting a makeover from a young furry she inspired, and connecting with an art idol who could help her get into her dream school—the furcon is everything Maeve hoped for and more. A single weekend away shows Maeve how wonderful her life could be, but breaking free of the hoard makes being more like everyone else in their life. And Maeve isn’t sure if she can—even if it destroys her, too.

The Fortune Teller’s Poem
Andres Cyanni Halden 2011-06-24
7 authors each take on a verse of this classic poem and provide their own unique spin on it. Includes stories by Teiran, Foozzball, WhyteyJote, D.J. Fahl, Andres Cyanni Halden, K.M. Hiroasaki and Kyell Gold.

Black Angel
Kyell Gold 2016-04
Meg’s always thought that love and ghosts are fantasies for gullible people, but her skepticism is about to be tested. As her roommates Sol and Alexei move...
on with their lives, the otter remains stuck in her rut, unsure what to do about her future or about her best friend Athos. He wants more than friendship from her, but she isn't sure whether she's straight or gay, let alone in love with him. Not helping are the strange trances that show her the lives of two other young girls, one who wants to be a vowed priestess and the other who wants to escape a Christian cult. Athos sticks by her as the trances take over her life, and Meg will have to figure out her true feelings or lose him along with everything else.

**Ty Game** Kyell Gold 2018-12 When a chance encounter in a dance club leads Ty to question his sexuality, the fox keeps it secret from everyone, even his gay teammate. After all, he’s in the spotlight as the newest wide receiver of the playoff-bound Firebirds, and his parents are arranging a marriage for him. He can’t let a hookup with a guy mess that up. Tami’s got her career planned out—until her mother makes her put her name in to be Ty’s wife. Now she’s juggling deadlines and a relationship that she sure doesn’t need with her dream job on the line. Together, Ty and Tami will have to decide what they’re willing to risk, and what they’re willing to leave behind—including maybe more than they bargained for.

**Uncovered** Kyell Gold 2019-12-05 Eight years after Dev Miski’s first championship game, he’s back in the playoffs chasing that elusive ring. Lee is chasing a promotion, one step closer to his dream job in the world of football. But Dev has a problem with his roommate, a flirty gay bobcat, and Lee is called upon to help a family member through a difficult transition. To get through these two lives, they’ll have to remember who they are—and decide who they want to be. **Waterways** Kyell Gold 2010-12 Volle thought life as a spy-in-training was pretty easy: do as little as possible, and spend all his free time sleeping with the other young males in Caril. He never expected to be the one chosen for a critical mission to impersonate a noble in the neighboring country of Tephos—and neither did his superiors. They don’t want to send him, and he doesn’t want to go, but the mission calls for a fox, and he’s the only one qualified. So off he goes, with a couple friends, a fake history, and very little to go on about the plot he’s supposed to uncover. Now he must master the life of a noble and search for information while navigating the many pitfalls and temptations that surround him. And the temptations are plentiful: a young wolf prostitute, a shy fox countess, a handsome soldier. With noble friends to help him, he gains confidence quickly, but self-doubt continues to plague him. When events begin to spiral out of his control, he must discover whether he has the inner strength to save his country and his own heart.

**Tidal Wave** 2017-07-31 Shuki the African wild dog and Dexter the catahoula leopard dog have been friends since childhood. Secretly, Shuki has always harbored feelings for Dexter, but could never tell him for fear it would ruin their friendship. After years of frustration, she devises a plan: a trip to the beach to fix all her wanton lust and, hopefully, reveal if Dexter feels the same way. But, as the only gay professional football player, he’s beset by distracting demands for commercials and interviews. The number one distraction, though, is his boyfriend Volle. While she looks forward to a good time, you can trust him. If he doesn’t talk a lot about his past, well, a lot of guys have done so nice that it isn’t that weird when he asks about some of the other guests. Not like a cop, though, or a Fedwell, okay. Maybe a little like that one guy from that movie. Maybe he’s off-duty, settling a score on his own time. Or maybe he’s the guy on the run. Come to think of it, he looks around corners like someone’s after him, too. But you know, some guys are chased by nothing more than the ghosts of their past...

**Tales of the Firebirds** Kyell Gold 2018-08-15 Here are twelve stories about characters from Kyell Gold’s award-winning “Out of Position” series. Includes all the bonus stories published in the hardcovers as well as stories published elsewhere and some never before seen, all collected in one place. Get a closer look into the lives of Dev and Lee, as well as Charm, Polecki, Colin and his wife Penny, Coach Samuelson, Hali, Brenly, Argonne, Gerrard, and Koli.

**Furry Nation** Joe Strike 2017-10-03 Winner of the 2017 Ursa Major Award for Best Non-Fiction Work! Furry fandom is a recent phenomenon, but anthropomorphism is an instinct hard-wired into the human mind: the desire to see animals on a more equal footing with people. It’s existed since the beginning of time in prehistoric cave paintings, ancient gods and tribal rituals. It lives on today—not just in the sports mascots and cartoon characters we see everywhere, but in stage plays, literature, performance art—and among furry fans who bring their make-believe characters to life digitally, on paper, or in the carefully crafted fursuits they wear to become the animals of their imagination. In Furry Nation, author Joe Strike shares the very human story of the people who created furry fandom, the many forms it takes—from the joyful public to the deeply personal—and how Furry transformed his own life.

**Weasel Presents** Kyell Gold 2011-05-17 Five Stories From the World of Argaea In "Jerik's Tale," meet a young copper noble, frustrated with his family, as he finds peace in affection from an unlikely source. Follow everyone’s favorite weasel around in "Helper’s Busy Day" as he goes from avoiding trouble to hanging pantsless from a window ledge. Then travel to Helper’s homeland, where a young fox named "Blink" receives a visit from the royal party. The only problem is, he’s the only one who knows what happened before "Shadow of the Father." And last, experience an all-new story of Argaea. In "Stolen Away," a young wolf chafing at the duties his father imposes on him falls in with a rat thief and spends a night stealing, running, climbing—and other things. But the big city of Divalia holds many surprises, and some things are not what they seem. Others, unfortunately, are.

**The Prisoner’s Release and Other Stories** Kyell Gold 2010-12 This two-part short story which originally appeared in Heat #1 and Heat #2 -- "The Prisoner’s Release" with three entirely new tales set in the world of Argaea. * "Inside the Cage" takes place at the Jackal’s Staff where a young coguro seeks to escape his life of prostitution. * "The Prisoner’s Release" previously appeared in Heat #1 and Heat #2 and tells the story of how Volle met Streak. "Home Again" picks up just after "The Prisoner’s Release" when Volle and Streak have returned Ferrenis and fills in some details leading up to their ill-fated return to Tephos in "Pendant of Fortune." * Finally we return to the Jackal’s Staff in "For Love or Family," this time through the eyes of a patron trying to balance the way he feels against the duties of his station.

**Winter Games** Kyell Gold 2013-07 Sierra Snowpaw is just at the Lonnegan Ski Resort looking for a good time. You can trust him. If he doesn’t talk a lot about his past, well, a lot of guys have done things they’d rather forget. A lot of guys have been through things they’d rather forget, too. He’s so nice that it isn’t that weird when he asks about some of the other guests. Not like a cop, though, or a Fedwell, okay. Maybe a little like that one guy from that movie. Maybe he’s off-duty, settling a score on his own time. Or maybe he’s the guy on the run. Come to think of it, he looks around corners like someone’s after him, too. But you know, some guys are chased by nothing more than the ghosts of their past...

**Tytles** Kyell Gold 2019-12-06 Eight years after Dev Miski’s first championship game, he’s back in the playoffs chasing that elusive ring. Lee is chasing a promotion, one step closer to his dream job in the world of football. But, as the only gay professional football player, he’s beset by distracting demands for commercials and interviews. The number one distraction, though, is his boyfriend Volle. While she looks forward to a good time, you can trust him. If he doesn’t talk a lot about his past, well, a lot of guys have done things they’d rather forget. A lot of guys have been through things they’d rather forget, too. He’s so nice that it isn’t that weird when he asks about some of the other guests. Not like a cop, though, or a Fedwell, okay. Maybe a little like that one guy from that movie. Maybe he’s off-duty, settling a score on his own time. Or maybe he’s the guy on the run. Come to think of it, he looks around corners like someone’s after him, too. But you know, some guys are chased by nothing more than the ghosts of their past...
Lord of Dewanne has died and appointed Volle's son Yilon his heir, the young fox realizes that there are worse places than Divalia. Dewanne is one of the most remote cities in Tephos, in a mountainous province where foxes rule and mice are relegated to menial jobs and a slum outside the main city. Which makes it more difficult for Yilon to explain why his companion, Sinch, is a mouse. Ever the schemer, Yilon hatches a plan to get sent home to Vinton. His plan quickly goes awry, as he finds that even in a backwards town, there are complicated politics, family betrayals, and ancient blood feuds, old wounds that his clumsy acts have reopened. With two different groups trying to kill him, and even the foxes on his side alienated by his attitude, he has nowhere to turn but Sinch. But Sinch has run afoul of a band of thieves in the mouse slums and now has his own death threats to deal with, not to mention the hatred of a city of foxes. Yilon will need all the stubbornness and cleverness he's inherited from his father just to survive to the next sunrise, let alone save his inheritance, his friend, and his new city."—Back cover.

The Time He Desires  Kyell Gold 2017-02-01